
 

Questions Are the Answers 
When helping someone with their problem, it is important to ask the right type of 
questions. There are two types of questions – Closed Questions & Open Questions 

Closed questions focus on getting someone to give you pieces of information, such as 
time, location, or just a “yes” or “no” answer. We call them “closed” questions because they 
close down the communication and make it more difficult to continue. Here are some 
examples: 

“How many times did he swear at you?” 

“Which one of the people in your class is the bully?” 

“Did you clean your room?” 

“Didn’t you make the reservation for Saturday night?” 

Open questions, by contrast, open the conversation up for people to explore their own 
“stuff.” Open questions are choice-expanding and are curious in nature. Here are some 
examples of open questions: 

“How did you feel when he swore at you?” 

“What was it like when the bully said that to you?” 

“Tell me more about what you did to clean your room.” 

“How else can we get a booking at this restaurant?” 
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Using Open Questions 

Situation Closed Open
A friend is discussing his 
resentment of the treatment 
from his doctor.

“Do you usually get on OK 
with that doctor?”

Your spouse is telling you 
that work is challenging.

“Don’t you find anything at 
your work easy?”

Your client is complaining 
about another colleague at 
work.

“Have you told her about 
your issues?”

Your child has told you that 
he hates someone at school.

“Do you hate other children 
at school?”

A friend didn’t get a 
promotion at her work, so 
she’s applying for jobs at 
other companies.  

“Do you want to work for 
someone else?”

A client stops in mid-
sentence and begins to cry.

“Are you OK?”

A client discusses her 
feelings of depression after 
her parents separated.  

“Can you be happy about 
the separation?”

Your spouse just came 
home from work.

“How was work today?”
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Solution-Focused Questions 
If your questions only focus on the problems, the person will be directed to think just 
about the problems. If your questions are focused on the solutions, then the person will 
gear their thoughts to outcomes. You are essentially asking the person to be more 
resourceful. The person also takes responsibility for the change. In a solution-focused 
approach, you can use these types of questions: 

Ask for a description of the person’s outcome 

What has to be different as a result of you talking to me? 

What do you want to achieve? 

How will you know that this problem has been solved? 

If you are working with someone who has been sent to you 

What will you need to be doing differently for them to realize that you don’t 
need to come back? 

Ask about when the problem doesn’t occur 

When is a time that you noticed this problem wasn’t quite as bad? What was 
happening at that time? What were you doing differently? 

Ask about hypothetical exceptions using the miracle question 

Suppose one night there was a miracle while you were sleeping and this 
problem was solved. Since you were sleeping you didn’t know about the 
miracle. What do you suppose you would notice that’s different in the morning 
that will let you know the problem is solved? 
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Converting Problems into Solutions 
Describe the outcome you believe the person wants: 

1. I keep losing my temper 

2. I can’t seem to relax. I get anxious a lot. 

3. I find it hard to start a conversation. I never meet anyone. 

4. I’m so depressed I can’t get out of bed. 

5. My wife is about to leave me because of my drinking problem. 

Outcome:

Outcome:

Outcome:

Outcome:

Outcome:
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